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Abstract
Dynamic scenes that contain both object motion and
egomotion are a challenge for monocular visual odometry
(VO). Another issue with monocular VO is the scale ambi-
guity, i.e. these methods cannot estimate scene depth and
camera motion in real scale. Here, we propose a learn-
ing based approach to predict camera motion parameters
directly from optic flow, by marginalizing depthmap varia-
tions and outliers. This is achieved by learning a sparse
overcomplete basis set of egomotion in an autoencoder net-
work, which is able to eliminate irrelevant components of
optic flow for the task of camera parameter or motion-
field estimation. The model is trained using a sparsity
regularizer and a supervised egomotion loss, and achieves
the state-of-the-art performances on trajectory prediction
and camera rotation prediction tasks on KITTI and Virtual
KITTI datasets, respectively. The sparse latent space ego-
motion representation learned by the model is robust and
requires only 5% of the hidden layer neurons to maintain
the best trajectory prediction accuracy on KITTI dataset.
Additionally, in presence of depth information, the proposed
method demonstrates faithful object velocity prediction for
wide range of object sizes and speeds by global compen-
sation of predicted egomotion and a divisive normalization
procedure.
1. Introduction
The VO schemes to compute 6DoF camera motion based
on motion of rigid features underperform in presence of in-
dependently moving objects [12, 15]. Particularly outdoor
environments and a monocular setup create additional chal-
lenges to the existing online VO computation methods, due
to noisy optic flow and depth information [32]. Therefore, a
robust method to compute the 6DoF egomotion parameters
in dynamic outdoor scenes from noisy optic flow input is
needed.
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Figure 1. Egomotion and object-motion predictions by the pro-
posed model. a) RGB frame, b) optic flow, c) color coding as
in [2] used for optic flow, motion field, and object motion through-
out this paper, d,e) predicted rotational and translational egomo-
tion fields that are converted to 6DoF camera motion parameters,
g) predicted egomotion field with depth information, f) predicted
object motion.
Not only is estimating egomotion parameters in a dy-
namic scene important, many applications such as au-
tonomous navigation and tracking, require computation of
velocities of the independently moving objects online while
the observer is also moving. In order to compute object
velocity, the observer’s egomotion needs to be compen-
sated [1]. The state-of-the-art tracking by detection ap-
proaches cannot derive the actual velocity of the objects
without egomotion estimate [18, 39, 14]. Recent deep learn-
ing based structure-from-motion (SfM) methods do not esti-
mate object velocity [45, 24, 13]. Other similar approaches
that distinguish static and dynamic segments do not explic-
itly separate egomotion and object motion velocity compo-
nents for the dynamic regions [22, 42, 41, 38].
The goal of this work is to separate optic flow into image
velocity components due to egomotion and object motion
across the entire image. We propose a sparse autoencoder
network that learns to predict the image velocity compo-
nents due to camera translation and rotation from optic flow
input, marginalizing scene depth and noise. The predicted
egomotion components are then converted to 6DoF cam-
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era motion parameters in closed form using the geometry of
instantaneous rigid body motion under perspective projec-
tion [5]. For object motion prediction, the predicted ego-
motion is first scaled by scene depth, which is then com-
pensated from optic flow and processed through multi stage
max-pooling normalization to compute object motion [6].
We train the neural network using a supervised loss
from egomotion field constructed from GT pose informa-
tion, such that the training conforms with the geometry of
instantaneous rigid body motion [22]. On the KITTI vi-
sual odometry dataset [11], the proposed model achieves
the state-of-art performance for camera trajectory predic-
tion. On the Virtual KITTI dataset [10], the proposed model
achieves the state-of-the-art performance in terms of rota-
tional error and comparable performance for translational
error in the camera movement prediction task.
An additional advantage of the proposed approach over
the existing methods is that the sparse autoencoder learns an
overcomplete set of meaningful basis motion fields for cam-
era translation and rotation when trained with a regularizer
for sparsity. Sparse representation of data has many bene-
fits, such as, i) eliminating irrelevant variabilities in input
data and making the network robust to outliers, ii) finding
hidden structures that are more suitable as input for machine
learning applications due to increased separability, and iii)
fewer active neurons, which leads to fewer downstream
computations [4, 29, 27]. The proposed model learns a
sparse egomotion representation that successfully marginal-
izes object velocities (outliers) and scene depth variations in
the input optic flow data to learn basis motion fields related
to camera translation and rotation.
The learned sparse egomotion representation generalizes
well to test data and the network achieves good egomotion
prediction accuracy in presence of independently moving
objects and in novel scene structures. Further, only 5% of
the hidden layer neurons are required on the KITTI test set
for predicting rotation and translation of the camera without
any drop in performance. Finally, the learned egomotion
representations by individual hidden neurons are meaning-
ful in terms of their selectivity for a particular type of cam-
era translation and rotation.
2. Related work
Monocular continuous methods for VO
Most of the existing methods for monocular continuous
VO cannot handle noise or the presence of independently
moving objects [44]. Fredriksson et al. recently proposed
branch and bound methods that are able to compute transla-
tional velocity in presence of outliers [9, 8]. Jaegle et al. es-
timated general camera motion from noisy optic flow input
using confidence score and an iterative optimization proce-
dure on sparse optic flow [16]. Lee and Fowlkes solved for
dense optic flow for static and dynamic segments and then
formulate for egomotion recovery using static flow segment
and scene depth input [22]. The proposed approach is re-
lated to this class of approaches, however is focused on di-
rect egomotion prediction from optic flow by marginalizing
outliers and scene structure variations using a sparse repre-
sentation of egomotion components.
Structure-from-motion prediction
The traditional Structure-from-motion(SfM) methods
rely on accurate feature matching, which requires good
photo consistency promise [30, 36]. Recent development
in deep neural networks have allowed formulation of the
SfM as a prediction problem and many new methods have
been proposed in the recent years on this theme. Zhou et al.
proposed a network that learns to predict depth and camera
motion and is trained using self supervised image warping
loss between the source and the target frames [45]. This
self supervised training has since been adopted by many
other approaches [24, 13, 42, 41]. Vijayanarasimhan et al.
added a separate network to predict a predetermined num-
ber of object layers during camera movement [38]. How-
ever, their training procedure does not explicitly separate
individual velocity components from egomotion and object
motion. Tung et al. formulate the same problem in an ad-
versarial framework where the generator is trained to syn-
thesize camera motion and scene structure that minimize the
warping cost to a target frame [37].
Sparse representation
Sparse representation was initially used as a preprocess-
ing step for classification tasks, because sparse features
were found to be more separable than the input data it-
self [27]. Since a small population of features are used
to represent the variability among large set of data points,
these sparse representation methods were found to be learn-
ing hidden structures common across a large subset of data
and ignoring variabilities inconsistent across datapoints, i.e.
noise [29, 4]. Applications that use the learned sparse repre-
sentation of data benefit from sparsity by performing fewer
computations. So far, multiple schemes of learning sparse
representations have been proposed, such as sparse cod-
ing [20], sparse autoencoder [7], sparse winner-take-all cir-
cuits [27, 25] and sparse RBMs [21] for learning compo-
nents of faces, handwritten digits, edges in natural scenes
etc.
Compared to these approaches, our data is sequential
and highly skewed towards some particular types of mo-
tion. Therefore, some of the common sparsity constructs,
such as lifetime sparsity [27], do not apply to our case.
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3. Continuous egomotion formulation
The continuous egomotion formulation has been used by
previous methods to estimate camera motion and/or rigid
scene structure from optic flow of monocular visual in-
put [5, 17, 43]. Given the instantaneous camera transla-
tion velocity t = (tx, ty, tz)T ∈ R3, the instantaneous
camera rotation velocity ω ∈ (ωx, ωy, ωz)T ∈ R3, and
the inverse of scene depth ρ(pi) = 1Z(pi) ∈ R, the im-
age velocity v(pi) = (vi, ui)T ∈ R2 at an image location
pi = (xi, yi)
T ∈ R2 of an calibrated camera image due to
camera motion is given by,
v(pi) = ρ(pi)A(pi)t+B(pi)ω (1)
where,
A(pi) =
[
f 0 −xi
0 f −yi
]
B(pi) =
[ −xiyi f + x2i −yi
−f − y2i xiyi xi
]
If pi is normalized by the focal length f , then it is pos-
sible to replace f with 1 in the expressions for A(pi) and
B(pi).
If the image size is N pixels, then the full expression of
instantaneous velocity at all the points, termed as motion
field (MF), can be expressed in a compressed form as
v = ρAt+Bω (2)
where, A, B, and ρ entails the expressionsA(pi), B(pi),
and ρ(pi) respectively for all the N points in the image as
follows.
v =

v(p1)
v(p2)
...
v(pN )
 ∈ R2N×1, ρAt =

ρ1A(p1)t
ρ2A(p2)t
...
ρNA(pN )t
 ∈ R2N×1
Bω =

B(p1)ω
B(p2)ω
...
B(pN )ω
 ∈ R2N×1
The monocular visual egomotion computation uses this
formulation to estimate the unknown parameters t and ω
and the N values of depth given the point velocities v gen-
erated by camera motion. However, instantaneous image
velocities obtained from the standard optic flow methods on
real data are usually different from the real pixel velocities
due to camera motion and scene structure, known as motion
field (MF) [22]. The presence of moving objects further
deviates the optic flow away from the true MF. Let us call
the input optic flow as vˆ, which is different from v. There-
fore, monocular continuous methods on real data solve the
following minimization objective to find t, ω, and ρ.
t∗, ω∗, ρ∗ = argmin
t,ω,ρ
‖ρAt+Bω − vˆ‖2 (3)
As found in [43, 16], without loss of generality, the ob-
jective function can be first minimized for ρ as,
t∗, ω∗, ρ∗ = argmin
t,ω
argmin
ρ
‖ρAt+Bω − vˆ‖2 (4)
t∗, ω∗ = argmin
t,ω
∥∥∥A⊥tT (Bω − vˆ)∥∥∥2 (5)
whereA⊥t is orthogonal complement ofAt. This result-
ing expression does not depend on ρ and can be optimized
directly to find optimal t∗ and ω∗.
4. The motion field generator network
Herein, we propose Motion Field Generator (MFG), a
neural network model, that learns to predict egomotion
fields due to rotation and translation from optic flow input
of dynamic scenes. These are converted to 6DoF egomotion
parameters in closed form using constructs of rigid body
motion. A secondary multi-stage max-pooling normaliza-
tion module extracts the object motion after compensating
for egomotion field scaled by scene depth. We train the
MFG network using ground truth pose information and a
sparsity penalty, to learn meaningful representations of ego-
motion that are sparsely activated and robust to noise in the
input optic flow.
Figure 2 depicts the architecture of the proposed MFG
network. The network is an asymmetric autoencoder that
has a multilayer fully convolutional (FC) encoder and a sin-
gle layer linear decoder. The output neurons of the FC
Block 1X-4 layer at the end of the encoder learns a latent
space representation of egomotion. We will refer to this
layer of M = 1000 neurons as the hidden layer of the MFG
network. The activations of all FC layer outputs in the en-
coder, including the hidden layer neurons, are non-negative
due to relu operations.
Egomotion prediction loss
For an optic flow input vˆ, the MFG network generates a
rotational MF predictionv˜ω and a depth marginalized trans-
lational MF prediction v˜t.
v˜ω, v˜t =MFG(vˆ) (6)
We can obtain the translational prediction error and the
rotation prediction error as,
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Figure 2. Architecture of the proposed MFG network. FC Blocks
are fully convolutional layers of 2D convolution and relu oper-
ations. The receptive field size is gradually increased such that
the FC Block 1X-4 layer operates across the entire image. Out-
put of all FC layers are non-negative due to relu operations. K,
S, and P denote the kernel sizes, strides, and padding along verti-
cal and horizontal directions of feature maps. The weights of the
fully connected layer forms the basis for translational and rota-
tional egomotion.
Lt =
∑
p
‖vt − v˜t‖1, Lω =
∑
p
‖vω − v˜ω‖1 (7)
where, vt is GT translational MF with ρ = 1 and vω is
GT rotational MF, obtained using Equation 2.
We use L1 norm to calculate prediction error to avoid
biases from large outliers.
Between rotation and translation, some datasets dispro-
portionately represent one type of egomotion over the other,
such as‖vw‖ is often small compared to‖vt‖ averaged over
a real dataset resulting in significantly smaller rotational
losses. In order to remove such biases and let the MFG net-
work learn representations of both translation and rotation
equally, we normalize Lt and Lω by scaling them using the
following coefficients:
wt = max(
‖vω‖2
‖vt‖2
, 1), wω = max(
‖vt‖2
‖vω‖2
, 1) (8)
Sparsity loss
The MFG network is regularized during training for
sparsity of activation of the hidden layer neurons. This is
implemented by calculating a sparsity loss (Ls) for each
batch of data and backpropagating it along with the ego-
motion prediction loss during training. The value of Ls is
calculated for each batch of data as the number of non-zero
activations of the hidden layer neurons, also known as pop-
ulation sparsity. Although, to make this loss differentiable,
we approximate a number of activations using a generalized
logistic activation g with a sharp saturation. The expression
for Ls is given as,
Ls =
M∑
i=1
g(hi) (9)
where hi is the instantaneous activation of the i-th hid-
den layer neuron and g(hi) is given by,
g(hi) =
1
1 +Qe−Bhi
The coefficients Q and B are set to 25 and 10, respec-
tively to approximate the “> 0” function.
Therefore, the total loss for training the MFG is given
by,
L = wtLt + wωLω + wsLs (10)
where, ws is a user selected hyperparameter for the co-
efficient of sparsity loss. It affects the sparsity of the repre-
sentation learned by MFG for egomotion prediction.
Egomotion parameter estimation
The predicted translation and rotation parameters can be
computed directly from v˜t and v˜ω following the continuous
egomotion formulation.
t˜ = v˜t/A | ρ = 1, ω˜ = v˜ω/B (11)
Object motion extraction
Scene depth d (or its inverseρ) is required to compute ob-
ject velocity after compensating egomotion field from op-
tic flow. The residual image velocity r = vˆ − v˜ calcu-
lated using the predicted MF as v˜ = ρv˜t + v˜ω results in
additional residue other than object velocity, we call them
residue noise. They may be due to i) inaccurate prediction
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by MFG v˜ 6= v, ii) noisy input optic flow vˆ 6= v + vobj ,
and/or iii)inaccurate depth map or ρ etc. We observe that
nearby static objects cause large residue noise. A simple
thresholding operation fails since that removes slowly mov-
ing objects.
MFG
v˜ω v˜t
÷v˜ = ρv˜t + v˜ω
t˜, ω˜
Depth 
Optic flow (     )
MF
r = ̂v − v˜Residue
Avg. 
Thresholding
Max Pool

Normalization
Mask
Object motion
̂v
(1/ρ)
Figure 3. Computational graph for egomotion and object-motion
computation.
In order to find masks for only the moving objects in r,
we employ the conjunction of two types of filters, discussed
below:
Filter 1: Average thresholding
The first filter is simple thresholding based on average,
which keeps the objects as well as large residues from static
parts.
The first filter F1 is derived as,
F1 =‖r‖2 > θd × avg(tanh(‖r‖2))
where θd is a constant parameter.
Filter 2: Multistage max pooling
The second filter is a multistage divisive max-pooling nor-
malization scheme based on depth marginalized residue val-
ues. This filter assigns high probability to independent
object movements at all depths. however, due to depth
marginalization, the distant residues get multiplicatively
scaled to large values.
In order to calculate the second filter F2, we first nor-
malize the depth d = 1ρ to range 0-1. Then we perform
non maximal suppression on r by performing the following
steps,
1) r′ =‖r‖2 /max(‖r‖2), 2) r′′ = r′ ◦ tanh(d)2
3)r′′ = r′′/max(r′′), 4)rs = r′′ ◦ (1 + (max(r′′)− r′′)2)−1
F2 = (rs > (θp × avg(rs))) ◦ (d < ThresholdD)
From F1 and F2, the binary object motion mask is calcu-
lated as
Fobj = F1 ◦ F2
This object motion mask is then multiplied pixelwise with
the residue to find object velocity.
v˜obj = r ◦ Fobj (12)
5. Experiments
We evaluate the performance of the proposed MFG net-
work model in i) egomotion prediction from optic flow and
ii) object motion extraction tasks. Further, we analyze the
latent space representation learned by the proposed model
for rotational and translational basis flow fields and the spar-
sity of egomotion representation on unseen data.
5.1. Datasets
KITTI visual odometry split
We use the KITTI visual odometry dataset [11] to evaluate
egomotion prediction performance by the proposed model.
This dataset provides eleven driving sequences (00-10) with
RGB frames (we use only the left camera frames) and the
ground truth pose for each frame. Of these eleven se-
quences, we use sequences 00-08 for training our model
and sequences 09, 10 for testing, similar to Zhou et al. [45].
This amounts to approximately 20.4K frames in the train-
ing set and 2792 frames in the test set. As ground truth op-
tic flow is not available for this dataset, we use a pretrained
PWC-Net [34] model to generate optic flow from the pairs
of consecutive RGB frames for both training and testing.
Virtual KITTI split
We use the Virtual KITTI dataset [10] to evaluate ego-
motion prediction performance, as well as object-motion
extraction. The dataset provides ground truth optic flow,
depth, and pose for five driving sequences that clone the real
KITTI scenes and camera viewpoints [11]. The advantages
of Virtual KITTI dataset are precise ground truth camera
motion than the KITTI dataset for short subsequences [37]
and the presence of more moving objects per frame than
KITTI. For the egomotion prediction task from optic flow,
we use the first sequence as the test set and the rest four se-
quences as the training set, for direct comparison with the
existing methods on this dataset [37, 22]. This will be re-
ferred to as VKITTI egomotion split. However, the first
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sequence has comparatively few frames with large compo-
nents of both egomotion and object motion. In order to test
object motion perception for a wide range of egomotion, we
use sequences 0002 and 0018 for testing and the sequences
0001, 0006, and 0020 for training the MFG network. We
will refer to this as VKITTI object-motion split.
5.2. Training
All the models are trained and tested using PyTorch
0.4.1 on a dual GeForce 960 GPU based system or a single
1080Ti GPU based system. We use Adam optimizer [19]
and the same set of training hyper-parameters to train the
MFG network on all training sets. A fixed learning rate η
of 10−5 is used in all experiments. We observe that full
stochastic optimization, i.e. batch size 1 with random shuf-
fling, paired with high values of the forgetting factors for
gradients and second moment of gradients (the β parame-
ters of Adam) results in better generalization to the test set.
Similar observation was made for training Fully Convolu-
tional Networks earlier [31], where they use stochastic gra-
dient descent optimization with batch size 1 and momentum
0.99. This mode of parameter search helps to come out of
local minima, while still avoiding deviations caused by out-
liers. Therefore, we use batch size 1 with random shuffling
and β1 = 0.99 and β2 = 0.999 in all experiments. The
sparsity coefficient αs for training is set to 102.
5.3. Evaluation method for sparsity
We study the sparsity of the representation learned by
the MFG network by measuring the performance of the net-
work for egomotion prediction on the test set using as few
hidden layer neurons as possible. In order to measure the
sparsity of the representation learned, during test, we find
the top k% active neurons in the hidden layer for each input
frame sequence and set the rest of the hidden layer activa-
tions to zero. Then we observe how the performance of the
network degrades as we lower the value of k. Similar evalu-
ation of sparsity was used in [25]. The training is still done
the same way with the sparsity penalty added to the error
term for backpropagation, and without any hard reset of the
hidden layer neurons, unlike [25]. This is to find a latent
space during optimization that naturally represents egomo-
tion using a sparse set of components.
5.4. Egomotion prediction
KITTI
Following the egomotion evaluation protocol by Zhou et
al. [45] and others, each driving sequence of the training
and test data of the KITTI visual odometry split is divided
into overlapping snippets of five consecutive frames. The
sequence length is set to be five during training. Absolute
Trajectory Error (ATE) is used as the metric for evaluation,
which measures the difference between the corresponding
points of the ground truth and the predicted trajectories. For
each test sequence, ATE is computed individually for each
of the five frame snippets and then averaged over all the
snippets in the sequence. In Table 1, we compare the pro-
posed model against the existing methods that use the same
input setting for egomotion evaluation on the KITTI odom-
etry split. For reference, we also compare against a tra-
ditional SLAM method ORB-SLAM [26] that receives the
whole sequence as input, referred to as ORB-SLAM(full).
The performance of the same method using the same five
frame snippet input setting as ours is referred to as ORB-
SLAM(short).
Method Seq 09 Seq 10
ORB-SLAM (full) [26] 0.014±0.008 0.012±0.011
ORB-SLAM (short) [26]* 0.064±0.141 0.064±0.130
Zhou et al. [45]* 0.021±0.017 0.020±0.015
Lee and Fowlkes [22]† 0.019±0.014 0.018±0.013
Yin et al. [42]‡ 0.012±0.007 0.012±0.009
Mahjourian et al. [24]⊗ 0.013±0.010 0.012±0.011
Godard et al. [13]† 0.023±0.013 0.018±0.014
Ours* 0.020±0.015 0.023±0.015
Ours† 0.012±0.006 0.013±0.008
Ours (Sparse k = 10%)† 0.012±0.006 0.013±0.008
Ours (Sparse k = 5%)† 0.012±0.006 0.013±0.008
Ours (Sparse k = 4%)† 0.013±0.006 0.013±0.008
Ours (Sparse k = 3%)† 0.014±0.007 0.014±0.008
Ours (Sparse k = 2%)† 0.018±0.008 0.017±0.010
Ours (Sparse k = 1%)† 0.049±0.066 0.034±0.046
Ours (Sparse k = 0.5%)† 0.120±0.170 0.076±0.120
Table 1. ATE on the KITTI visual odometry split averaged over all
five frame snippets (except for Mahjourian et al. [24] three frame
snippets). * The sequence length is equal to five during test. ‡ The
sequence length during test is unknown. † Frame-by-frame ego-
motion are combined to form local five frame trajectories during
test. ⊗ The sequence length is equal to three. The k value de-
notes the percentage of hidden layer neurons used for egomotion
prediction.
The existing methods vary on the formation of the lo-
cal five frame trajectory from the predicted egomotion dur-
ing test. This is outlined in the caption of Table 1. We
present our results when the local five frame trajectories
are formed by i) egomotion predictions from the central
frame of the five frame snippet [45] and ii) combination
of frame-by-frame egomotion predictions [13]. For the lat-
ter, the proposed model performs similar to the state of the
art [42] and achieves the lowest ATE for Sequence 09 of the
KITTI odometry split test set. When testing for robustness
of the learned sparse representation, the proposed method
achieves state-of-the-art egomotion prediction on Sequence
09 using only 5% of the hidden layer neurons. It should
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be noted that despite using only local five frame snippets as
input, the proposed model outperforms (Sequence 09) the
ORB-SLAM (full) method that uses the complete sequence
for pose estimation using global optimization steps.
Virtual KITTI
The VKITTI egomotion split has 1679 training frames and
447 test frames. We use the relative pose error (RPE) [33]
metric for evaluation of egomotion prediction, in accor-
dance with the state of the art on the same split [37].
Method Trans. error Rot. error
Jaegle et al. [16] 0.4588 0.0014
Tung et al [37] 0.1294 0.0014
Lee and Fowlkes [22] 0.0878 0.0781
Ours 0.1769 0.0011
Ours (Sparse k = 25%) 0.1769 0.0011
Ours (Sparse k = 20%) 0.1788 0.0011
Ours (Sparse k = 15%) 0.1900 0.0011
Ours (Sparse k = 10%) 0.2849 0.0018
Ours (Sparse k = 5%) 0.6973 0.0026
Table 2. RPE comparison on the VKITTI egomotion split.
Table 2 compares the proposed model against the exist-
ing methods in terms of RPE on the complete sequence of
VKITTI egomotion split. The proposed model outperforms
the state of art in terms of rotation error. The robust con-
tinuous egomotion estimation method by Jaegle et al. [16]
serves as the baseline. The relatively large translation error
maybe due to the fact that small VKITTI egomotion train-
ing set does not provide enough variations of egomotion
to learn sparse features that generalize well to unseen test
data. This reflects in the sparsity evaluation, as at least 20%
hidden neurons are required to predict egomotion without
translation performance drop, whereas the basis learnt from
KITTI data requires only 5% active neurons to maintain per-
formance. However, rotation accuracy is still better than
the existing methods using only 15% of the hidden neurons.
This implies the usefulness of sparse representation for pre-
diction accuracy.
Lee and Fowlkes solves a similar formulation, including
depth into the optimization procedure for egomotion predic-
tion [22]. Tung et al. [37] proposed an adversarial frame-
work to probabilistically predict depth and camera pose.
Notably, all of these methods use optic flow for egomo-
tion prediction, either as input or using a separate optic flow
prediction network. Additionally, the methods by Tung et
al. [37] and Lee and Fowlkes [22] require depth and camera
pose input for training. The proposed MFG network model
uses ground truth camera pose for training.
i: Seq 2: Frame 67
ii: Seq 2: Frame 115 iii: Seq 18: Frame 223
iv: Seq 18: Frame 194
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v: Seq 18: Frame 177
Figure 4. Object motion extraction results on VKITTI object-
motion split test set. In box i, a-f are RGB image, optic flow
(t→ t+1), predicted motion field, predicted residue image veloc-
ity, predicted dynamic object mask, and predicted object velocity.
For boxes ii-v, g is RGB image, h is predicted residue image ve-
locity, and i is predicted object velocity.
5.5. Object motion perception
The VKITTI object-motion split has 1554 training
frames and 572 test frames. The training procedure for
this task is identical to the egomotion tasks. For the object
mask prediction pipeline from the residual flow, we tune
θd parameter to 1.5 and θp parameter to 0.5. The value of
ThresholdD parameter is set to 0.2, i.e. objects closer than
20% of the maximum depth (655 meters) will be detected.
These are held fixed for all frames.
Figure 4 depicts the predicted object motion masks and
the extracted object motion flow vectors for five different
frames of the VKITTI object-motion split. The results show
that the proposed object motion extraction method is effec-
tive in finding moving objects by automatically suppressing
the background residual flow vectors, even when the back-
ground residual flow is large. For instance, in frames i, iii,
and v, nearby background objects (i.e. stationary) create
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Figure 5. The MFG network representation of egomotion t→ t+1
using sparsely activated basis features on KITTI odometry split
test set. Each column shows the predicted motion fields and the ac-
tivated components for a source frame. a) The source RGB frame,
b) predicted translation-only (left, unit depth) and rotation-only
(right) motion fields, c) unit activation heat map of the hidden
layer neurons (brighter color means more active), d-h) Decoded
translation and rotation flow fields by the five most active neurons
in the hidden layer for each source frame.
significant residue flow. Although, the proposed object ve-
locity extraction method is affected when the velocity dif-
ferences between the moving objects are too large, which
can be seen in frame v.
5.6. Egomotion basis
During training, the hidden layer neurons of the MFG
network learns to selectively respond to specific combi-
nations of observer translation and rotation. Simultane-
ously, the decoder network learns the egomotion fields cor-
responding to the selectivity of individual neurons. The de-
coder weights of the hidden neurons form a basis to repre-
sent egomotion.
Figure 5 depicts the representation of egomotion using
a sparse population of hidden layer neurons on the KITTI
odometry split test set. We select four frames 840, 865,
890,and 920 of Sequence 09, where the car is prominently
going forward, left, forward, and right. Figure 5(b) shows
translation-only and rotation-only motion fields predicted
by the network and Figure 5(c) shows the activation maps
of the hidden layers for each of these frames.
For frames 840 and 890, where the car is mainly go-
ing forward, the translational component of motion is more
prominent and the activation map for these two frames are
almost identical. We show this further by picking out the
five most active hidden layer neurons for both frames (Fig-
ure 5(d-h)), which shows that the exact same five neurons
are the most active for both frames. The decoder weights
connected to these neurons represent a large forward trans-
lation along the Z-axis and little rotation representation.
The similarity of activation maps for frames 840 and 890
show the consistency of the representation learned by the
MFG network for similar types of egomotion. It also im-
plies that the learned basis vectors are not redundant.
For frame 865, where rotation of the car toward left is
more prominent than frames 840 and 890, the activation
map of the hidden layer neurons changes to a new state.
The five most active neurons for this frame are more se-
lective for anticlockwise rotation about the Y-axis and have
little translation representation. For frame 920, where the
car is slowly turning right, the activation map changes to
be largely different. The five most active neurons for this
source frame represent clockwise rotation about the Y-axis
and have little translation representation. Although, in both
frames 865 and 920, the car is still translating in the forward
direction, and observedly, the most active neurons of frame
840/890 representing forward translation, map to the some
subordinate activations for frames 865 and 920.
6. Conclusion
In this work, we present a sparse asymmetric autoen-
coder with a fully convolutional encoder and a linear de-
coder that learns to predict egomotion with high accuracy
from noisy optic flow input in dynamic scenes, while simul-
taneously perceiving object motion. The network is trained
with constraints to learn a sparse latent space representation
of egomotion with meaningful basis motion fields for cam-
era translation and rotation. The contributions of the pro-
posed approach regarding the existing state of the art are i)
a method to directly predict camera rotation and translation
from noisy optic flow marginalizing motion discontinuities
from dynamic objects and variations of scene depth, ii) a
sparse latent space representation of egomotion that uses
only about 5% of the hidden layer neurons for state-of-the-
art egomotion prediction, and iii) dissociation of ego and
object motion components across the entire image to pre-
dict fine image velocities due to independent object motion.
These contributions are useful for monocular VO esti-
mation in dynamic scenes. Monocular VO methods that in-
corporate depth in the prediction loop for egomotion have
scale ambiguity issues [28, 16]. Our approach eliminates
the need for simultaneous depth computation for egomotion
prediction by using sparse representations that marginalize
the depth component of input flow. It also demonstrates that
marginalization of the depth component does not adversely
affect the accuracy of egomotion prediction. Another ad-
vantage of our approach is that sparse representations are
robust to outliers, such as independent object motion. While
robust optimization procedures mask the outliers [16], our
approach constructs egomotion component for dynamic re-
gions of the scene as well, which enables computation of
image velocities due to object motion.
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The hidden layer neurons learn selectivity to a particular
translation and rotation. It is not only a useful feature repre-
sentation for machine learning, but it might be also efficient
for computations as the brain uses sparse representations
for many different tasks [23]. Previously sparse represen-
tations of egomotion components were found in the motion
processing pathway of the monkey visual cortex [3]. There
are two other similarities between our model and what is
known about visual motion processing in the brain, i) use
of vestibular (pose) information for representation of ego-
motion [35] and ii) compensation of egomotion in the vi-
sual cortex to extract independent object velocities [40]. It
is important that the proposed approach shares some of the
computational principles of visual motion processing in the
brain and achieves state-of-the-art egomotion performance
on real/realistic datasets.
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Supplementary Material
In this supplementary file, we first provide proof of elim-
ination of irrelevant variances in the input optic flow by
MFG for prediction of egomotion. Also, additional qual-
itative results for object motion perception and egomotion
representation by the hidden layer neurons are presented.
1. Elimination of irrelevant information by
MFG
One of the key operations performed by the proposed
MFG network for egomotion prediction is the elimination
of irrelevant information, such as depth variations, object
motion discontinuities, and other erroneous components of
the input optic flow (errors from brightness constancy as-
sumption etc.). This allows learning of a sparse egomo-
tion basis set that is robust and useful for egomotion predic-
tion under various types of uncertainties. In the following,
we consider an information theory based perspective of the
MFG network to gain insight on the robust representation
by the hidden layer neurons, with a preference for sparse
activations [1].
Suppose, v, vˆ, and z represent the motion field (MF),
input optic flow, and the hidden layer activations, respec-
tively for the egomotion prediction setup. vˆ is distorted
by depth variations, object motion, and other noise sources.
Although, theMFG network predicts rotational MF and unit
depth translational MF separately, we merge them to a sin-
gle MF term v and its prediction by MFG as v˜, for nota-
tional simplicity. Therefore, we can rewrite Equation 6 in
the paper as
v˜ = MFG(vˆ) (1)
where, v˜ approximates v and all of v, v˜ and vˆ are d di-
mensional real vectors.
Let, v, vˆ, and z are samples drawn from random vari-
ables V , Vˆ , and Z, respectively. V ⇠ q(V ) is the true
generator process for V and Vˆ ⇠ qD(V ) is the distortion
process. The parametric encoder of MFG predicts latent
representation Z = f✓(Vˆ ), which is deterministic for a pa-
rameter set ✓.
Since MFG is trained to predict V using a sparse latent
representation Z, the optimization will try to capture in Z
as much information about V as possible, while also dis-
playing sparse activations. Formally, the optimization will
try to solve the following objective:
argmax
✓
I(V ;Z) +   (Z) (2)
where, I(V ;Z) is the mutual information between V and
the learned latent representation Z.  (Z) = 1/
P
(Z > 0)
is the sparsity of activations and   is a user defined non-
negative trade off between these two terms. The (Z) func-
tion can be replaced with a suitable sparsity function such
as the generalized logistic activation on Equation 9 of the
paper.
I(V ;Z) can be written in terms of entropy of the dis-
tributions as, I(V ;Z) = H(V )   H(V |Z), where H(V )
is marginal entropy of V and H(V |Z) is the conditional
entropy of V given Z. Assuming the unknown MF distri-
bution q(V ) to be constant, we can rewrite the objective
function as
argmax
✓
 H(V |Z) +   (Z) (3)
For the optimal ✓, conditional probability density
q(V |Z), and joint probability density q(V, Z), we can write,
max
✓
 H(V |Z) +   (Z) = max
✓
Eq(V,Z)(log q(V |Z))
+   (Z)
= max
✓,p⇤
Eq(V,Z)(log p⇤(V |Z))
+   (Z)
where, Ep(X)(f(x)) =
R
p(x)f(x)dx is expectation and
we optimize over all possible distributions p⇤. Expressing
p⇤(V |Z) in a parametric form p(V |Z) with parameter ✓0
(the decoder), we get the following lower bound.
max
✓
 H(V |Z) +   (Z)   max
✓,✓0
Eq(V,Z)(log p(V |Z))
+   (Z)
where, the equality is obtained for p(V |Z) = q(V |Z).
Since   (Z)   0, we can get rid of it from the expression.
1
max
✓
 H(V |Z) +   (Z)   max
✓,✓0
Eq(V,Z)(log p(V |Z))
Then, following Vincent et al. [1], considering V to be
a binary vector variable, we can express the reconstruc-
tion p(V |Z) = Bg
✓
0 (Z)(V ) as a Bernoulli distribution with
mean g✓0 (Z). Then the optimization over the lower bound
can be expressed as,
max
✓,✓0
Eq(V,Z)(logBg
✓
0 (Z)(V ))
=max
✓,✓0
Eq(V,Vˆ )(logBg
✓
0 (f✓(Vˆ ))(V ))
=min
✓,✓0
Eq(V,Vˆ )(LH(V, g✓0 (f✓(Vˆ )))
where, LH(v, v˜) is a negative log-likelihood for vector
v, given the Bernoulli parameters v˜ = g✓0 (f✓(v)).
Therefore, minimizing the expected reconstruction loss
using MFG is equivalent to maximizing a lower bound on
the composite mutual information I(V ;Z), i.e between the
true MF and its latent representation, and the sparsity of
hidden layer activations  (Z).
2. Additional results
2.1. Object motion perception
We present additional object motion perception results
obtained using our model on VKITTI object motion test
split in Figure 1. The results show object motion extrac-
tion on a variety of egomotion and object motion condi-
tions. Figure 1(i, v) depict extraction of a distant moving car
with a small projected velocity when the egomotion is large.
Figure 1 (iii, vi, and vii) depict performance on extraction
of velocity of distant cars with small projected velocity in
presence of nearer cars with large projected velocity. Fig-
ure 1 iv shows results in absence of any moving objects.
Figure 1 (ii, viii) depict filtering of static objects with large
projected egomotion velocity components.
2.2. Egomotion prediction
Figure 2 depicts representation of egomotion by hidden
layer neurons on the KITTI egomotion split test set. From
the source frame t, egomotion representation on the back-
ward direction (t! t 1) and forward direction (t! t+1)
are shown. The same group of 1000 hidden layer neu-
rons represent translation and rotation for both forward and
backward egomotion. In the frame t=1080, the car is mov-
ing mostly forward, which is encoded mostly by the hid-
den layer neurons with representing forward translation for
t! t+1 egomotion and backward translation for t! t 1
egomotion. In frame t=1100, the car is going forward and
to the right, therefore the most active neurons are selective
for forward translation and rightward rotation for t! t+1
egomotion and selective for backward translation and left-
ward rotation for t ! t   1 egomotion. For frame t= 1120
where the car is mostly turning to the right, MF representa-
tion activates the neurons with rightward rotation selectivity
(for t ! t+ 1 egomotion) and leftward rotation selectivity
(for t ! t   1 egomotion). Interestingly, it can be seen
that the forward and backward egomotion activate different
set of neurons, implying a specific egomotion preference is
learned by each of the hidden neurons.
Figure 3 shows similar egomotion representation by the
hidden layer neurons on the VKITTI egomotion split test
set.
2.3. Sparse egomotion representation
Figure 4 depicts the effect of using a subset of the to-
tal 1000 hidden layer neurons of the MFG network for the
prediction of egomotion on test sets. Overall, the network
learns egomotion representations that are more sparse when
trained on the KITTI dataset than on the VKITTI dataset.
This may be because the KITTI odometry split training set
has 12 times more frames than the VKITTI egomotion split
training dataset. Moreover, the KITTI dataset is augmented
by the forward and backward optic flow input, whereas the
VKITTI dataset is not.
As shown in Figure 4(a), the network prediction is not
much affected while using top k = 2% (or more) of the
hidden layer neurons for both Sequence 09 and 10 of the
KITTI odometry split test set.
On the VKITTI egomotion split test set (Figure 4(b)
and 4(c)), the MFG network performance is maintained us-
ing only 15% of the hidden layer neurons.
2.4. Egomotion basis
Figure 5 depicts the translational MF basis learned by
100 of the total 1000 hidden layer neurons. These neurons
are selected in the decreasing order of L2 norm. Figure 6
depicts the 100 translational basis MF shown in Figure 5
using Euler coordinates, which are obtained using Equation
11 of the paper. Similarly, Figure 7 and Figure 8 depict 100
rotational basis MF learned by MFG hidden layer neurons,
in pixelwise velocity and in Euler coordinates, respectively.
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Figure 1. Object velocity prediction results on example sequences from VKITTI object-motion split. Frames i-iv are from Sequence 02
and frames v-viii are from Sequence 18. For each column i-viii, a is the RGB image, b is the optic flow, c is the predicted motion field, d
is the predicted residue flow field, e is the predicted object motion mask, and f is the predicted object motion.
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Figure 2. The MFG network representation of egomotion t ! t   1 (red dashed box) and t ! t + 1 (blue dashed box) using sparsely
activated basis features on KITTI odometry split test set. Each column shows the predicted motion fields and the activated basis components
for a prediction. a) The source RGB frame, b,j) unit activation heat map of the hidden layer neurons (the brighter the color is, the more
active the neuron is), c,k) GT translation-only (left, unit depth) and rotation-only (right) motion fields, d,l) predicted translation-only (left,
unit depth) and rotation-only (right) motion fields, e-i, m-q) Translation and rotation flow fields represented by the five most active neurons
in the hidden layer for each prediction.
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Figure 4. Performance of the MFG network for egomotion prediction against percentage of the hidden layer neurons are used to generate
translation-only and rotation-only motion fields. a) ATE error on Sequence 09, 10 of the KITTI odometry split test set, b) Avg. translational
error on Sequence 01 of VKITTI egomotion split test set, c)Avg. rotational error on Sequence 01 of VKITTI egomotion split test set.
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Figure 5. One hundred translational basis MF learned by MFG network when trained on the VKITTI egomotion split.
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Figure 6. Preferred 3D translational motion selectivity in Euler coordinates of the one hundred basis MF shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 7. One hundred rotational basis MF learned by MFG network when trained on the VKITTI egomotion split.
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Figure 8. Preferred 3D rotational motion selectivity in Euler coordinates of the one hundred basis MF shown in Figure 7.
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